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Experience : Barbers 

This intensive scissor bootcamp  will help you unlock new ways

of thinking and level up your scissor game to get you working

fast.   Sectioning and scissors techniques are simplified so you

can style with ease. Work more efficiently and tackle any hair

length and texture.  Learn not just how to cut - but why. This

course will challenge you and help you grow as a creative

artist. 

Learn the method of approach when it comes to strategizing

lengthier hair for efficiency and clarity. 

Identify reference points for effective sectioning and

eliminate less productive sections. 

Seamlessly connect the fade to the length at the top.

Product applications and mens blow drying and styling

techniques. 

Learn powerful and effective scissor handling and styling

techniques for creative expression.

Identifying retail opportunities and up selling 

Key learning objectives

Men’s hair trends change every 6-8 months. Stay ahead of the

curve, equip yourself with the skills needed to build loyalty. 

Get creative - learn shop-reality tips and techniques to

personalize your look and give client’s a hairstyle instead of just

a haircut.  



720 Burnhamthorpe Rd West Unit 3 Mississauga ON L5C 3G1  

hello@eikonicacademy.com •  www.eikonicacademy.com

Register Now     call 905-461-3034

Click to register!

Taper comb, precision cutting comb, long

hair cutting comb, wide teeth cutting

comb, tail comb, vent brush, 2" round

brush,  spray bottle, neck duster, 2 towels,

hair cutting, clips, cutting

shears, texturizing scissors, blow dryer,

diffuser. 

** Tools available for borrowing on site. 

 

Look & Learn only: $75 
Includes: $20 voucher for YS-Park + 339 Precision comb 

Look & Learn + Hands On  $600
Includes: $40 voucher for tools, 339 Precision comb + manikin

+ lunch + certificate 

Tall pompadour | Short pompadour | Graduated taper |

Square taper  

Point cutting 

Manual texturizing and de-bulking 

Slide cutting for redirecting hair flow

Styling and blow drying techniques 

Scissor over comb

Directional texturizing for movement 

Hair redirection techniques for thinning crowns

Connection points - from the fade to lengthier scissors

Styling and blow drying techniques 

Live model optional for pompadour at 2:00pm

10am - 5pm  Max 12 
Students

Hands-on  $75 Look & Learn
$600 Hands On

Introduction to scissors, their construction, the difference

between offset, even and crane handles and their functions. 

What to look for when you are buying scissors.

Comb handling and measurement systems. 

Scissor handling, cutting and gripping techniques. 

Head mapping for successful sectioning. 

Structural framework for supporting hair distribution.

 Square blunt | Diagonal blunt| Backward graduation

Square layers

https://eikonicacademy.com/courses/mizutani-scissors-cutting-classes/
https://eikonicacademy.com/courses/mizutani-scissors-cutting-classes/

